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A B S T R A C T   

Polyglutamine (polyQ) model peptides are ideally suited to analyze the involvement of glutamines in the disease- 
related aggregation onset. Here we use a template-assisted design of polyQ-rich hairpin peptides (Trpzip-Qn) to 
monitor structural stability with fluorescence spectroscopy. The hairpin model imitates the monomeric motif of a 
polyQ fibril and is stabilized by hydrophobic interactions of two cross-strand pairs of tryptophans (Trps) which 
are used as fluorophores to report on structural changes. The Trps also frame the polyQ repeats located on each 
hairpin strand with a different number of glutamines (Qn). Single-stranded sequences mimic the unfolded state 
and were used as references to differentiate the intrinsic fluorescence signal from the spectral effect caused by 
structural changes. Temperature-induced hairpin unfolding was monitored by the spectral shift of the Trp 
fluorescence signal and transition temperatures were determined. The magnitude of the spectral shift indicates 
the degree of structural disorder. We observed that a longer polyQ repeat is more disordered and weakens the 
cross-strand Trp-Trp interactions resulting in a decrease of the spectral shift. Aggregation to a fibrillar and more 
ordered structure shows an increase of the spectral shift. In addition, a band at 280 nm occurs in the spectrum 
which clearly correlates with the turbidity of the sample and is attributed to scattering of larger aggregated 
structures. Our study reveals that the number of glutamines, pH and temperature affect structural stability and 
aggregation of polyQ repeats.   

1. Introduction 

Mutational expanded polyglutamine (polyQ) repeats in proteins 
cause neurodegenerative polyQ diseases which are accompanied by 
protein misfolding and aggregation. The common feature of the asso-
ciated proteins is solely the abnormal expansion of polyQ tracts whereas 
otherwise, the proteins show no sequence homology. The pathogenic 
threshold varies somewhat among the diseases and is in the range of 
35–40 consecutive glutamines [1,2]. PolyQ aggregates adopt fibrillar 
structures rich in antiparallel β-sheet content and an antiparallel 
β-hairpin structure was shown to build the monomeric structural motif 
of a polyQ amyloid fibril [3,4]. A β-hairpin monomer was suggested as 
an aggregation nucleus [5,6]. In a nucleation-initiated aggregation 
model, a monomeric hairpin nucleates the oligomerization process to-
wards an extended β-structured fibril as illustrated in Fig. 1. Several 
studies were carried out with polyQ-rich model peptides to analyze the 
unique properties of polyQ repeats inducing aggregation [7–11]. It is 
agreed that the length of the polyQ repeat is a crucial factor for 

aggregation and disease. A longer polyQ expansion correlates with a 
lower age in disease onset. The obvious mimic of polyQ expansion would 
be peptides with long sequences of consecutive glutamines. One major 
challenge is the low solubility of glutamines in aqueous solution, making 
it highly difficult to reach the pathologic repeat length using such pep-
tide models. The solubility of polyQ sequences can be increased by 
introducing charged residues at the N- and C-terminus. Such a peptide 
design has been used in many studies [4,5,10,12–14]. Another strategy 
to enhance the solubility is the interruption of polyQ sequence with 
other residues, for example with histidines [15,16] or proline [17]. 
Furthermore, there is a substantial history of generating peptide model 
systems with β-hairpin motifs [17–19]. 

Previously, we introduced a top-down design strategy for polyQ 
peptide models using a template that forms a well-defined and stable 
β-hairpin monomer in solution [20]. Glutamine sequences were incor-
porated into the hairpin strands of the template. As template, we chose the 
peptide Trpzip2 introduced by Cochran and coworkers [21]. The Trpzip2 
sequence (Table 1) contains 12 amino acids and is stabilized by two cross- 
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strand tryptophan pairs (on positions 2–11 and 4–9) which are orientated 
in an edge-to-face geometry. The tryptophan hydrophobic cross-strand 
interactions maintain the hairpin structure. We and others have exten-
sively studied Trpzip2 variants by spectroscopic methods [22–31] 
including the effect of hydrophobic interactions [32] and the β-turn re-
gion [33] on the folding dynamics and stability. Using Trpzip2 as a tem-
plate for polyQ peptides stabilizes the β-hairpin structure as a monomeric 
motif of polyQ fibrils. In the template-assisted design Trpzip-Qn, the 
threonines (positions 3 and 10 in the Trpzip2 sequence) are enveloped by 
two Trps on each hairpin strand and were substituted with glutamine 
repeats of different lengths (Table 1). The total number of glutamines is n 
resulting in n/2 consecutive glutamines per strand. We studied the effect 
of the incorporated glutamines on the template hairpin structure by NMR- 
, CD- and IR-spectroscopic techniques before [20]. 

In this study, we use the tryptophans as intrinsic fluorophores 
reporting on the structural stability of polyQ repeats. The hairpin 
structure and Trp-Trp hydrophobic cross-strand interactions are influ-
enced by the polyQ repeat length. Our previous NMR-, CD- and IR- 
studies have revealed that an increasing number of glutamines results 
in a more distorted structure with less hairpin stability [20]. It was 
shown that the Trpzip-Q6 hairpin structure is distorted due to the 
incorporation of three glutamines on each strand, and the Trp-Trp pair 

interactions are weakened. Increasing the number to five glutamines per 
strand in Trpzip-Q10 results in a highly distorted hairpin with a strong 
loss of the Trp-Trp interactions. A longer polyQ repeat also enhances the 
aggregation tendency. Here, we use fluorescence and UV/Vis spectros-
copy to get further insights into the unique properties of glutamines and 
their interactions. We analyze the effect of pH and temperature on 
structural stability and aggregation tendency of polyQ repeats with 
varying lengths. 

2. Material and methods 

2.1. Peptide synthesis, purification and variants 

Peptides were synthesized by peptides&elephants GmbH (Hennigs-
dorf, Germany) using FMOC-based-solid-phase-peptide-synthesis. The 
purity (96–99%) of the peptides was confirmed by HPLC-MS (Support-
ing Information). A set of polyQ-rich peptides (denoted as Trpzip-Qn) 
has been designed previously based on the template Trpzip2 [20]. The 
peptide sequences are shown in Table 1 with their corresponding single- 
stranded reference peptides. 

The glutamine content increases from Trpzip-Q2 to Trpzip-Q10 as 
indicated by the number of glutamines. The glutamine residues are 
framed by tryptophan residues which also stabilize the hairpin structure 
by hydrophobic cross-strand interactions. The single-stranded reference 
peptides (denoted as ssRef) are used to determine the fluorescence of the 
tryptophan residues in the unfolded state. The number of residues 
located between the two Trps was chosen to be the same as in the cor-
responding hairpin strands. For Trpzip2 and Trpzip-Q2 the same refer-
ence is used. For Trpzip-Q6 and Trpzip-Q10 the single-stranded reference 
peptides are modified. The glutamine residues are not consecutive but 
interrupted with charged amino acids (lysine or glutamic acid) to ensure 
solubility of the reference peptides. Nonetheless, the number of amino 
acids between the tryptophans which frame the polyQ-rich sequence in 
the reference is kept to be the same as in the corresponding Trpzip-Qn 
peptides. 

2.2. Sample preparation 

Peptides were weighted to the same tryptophan molarity of 0.4 mM 
which was found as a suitable concentration derived by calibration 
measurements of the fluorescence intensity (Fig. S1, SI). This results in a 

Fig. 1. PolyQ-rich hairpin peptides with Trp fluorophores to study polyQ ag-
gregation. A template-assisted hairpin model Trpzip-Qn (n is the number of 
glutamines) mimics the monomeric structural motif of a fibril and nucleates the 
aggregation process. Two pairs of cross-strand tryptophan residues stabilize the 
hairpin structure by hydrophobic interactions. The Trps envelope the polyQ 
repeats located on each strand (red) and are used as intrinsic fluorophores to 
report on structural changes. (For interpretation of the references to color in 
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Table 1 
Peptide sequences and references of Trpzip2 and Trpzip-Qn. Tryptophan residues are highlighted in blue and the 
glutamine residues in red. The single-stranded reference peptides are denoted with ssRef. 

Peptide Sequence Number of glutamine

Trpzip2 SWTWENGKWTWK-NH2 0

Trpzip-Q2 SWQWENGKWQWK-NH2 2

Trpzip-Q6 SWQQQWENGKWQQQWK-NH2 6

Trpzip-Q10 SWQQQQQWENGKWQQQQQWK-NH2 10

Reference Sequence Annotation

ssRef-T2-Q2 KWTWK-NH2 Reference to Trpzip2, Trpzip-Q2

ssRef-Q6 KWQKQWK-NH2 Reference to Trpzip-Q6

ssRef-Q10 KWQEQKQWK-NH2 Reference to Trpzip-Q10
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concentration of 0.1 mM for all peptides with four tryptophans (Trpzip2 
and Trpzip-Qn) and 0.2 mM for the corresponding single-stranded 
reference sequences with two tryptophans. For measurements at pH 
~ 7, peptides were dissolved in 50 mM phosphate buffer solution 
(K2HPO4, KH2PO4). For measurements at pH ~ 2, the peptides were 
dissolved in ultra-pure water (Milli-Q) and subsequently pH-value was 
adjusted with 0.1 M HCl solution. 

2.3. Fluorescence measurements 

Measurements were performed with a spectrometer (FLAME-S-XR1- 
ES, Ocean Insight, USA) providing a spectral range from 200 nm to 1025 
nm (Fig. S2, SI). The 280 nm LED light source for fluorescence excitation 
(LSM-280A, Ocean Insight, USA) is connected with an optical fiber to the 
temperature-controlled cuvette holder (qpod, Quantum Northwest, 
USA). The light is focused by an imaging lens (QIL-UV, Quantum 
Northwest, USA) into the cuvette with 45 μl volume and 3 × 3 mm 
optical path length (Ultra-Micro cells, Hellma, Germany). The fluores-
cence light is collected by a second imaging lens at an angle of 90◦ and is 
fiber-coupled to the spectrometer. A spherical mirror (QMP, Quantum 
Northwest, USA) is placed at the opposite side of the collecting lens to 
enhance the emission light by reflection. 

The intensity and excitation time of the LED light source is controlled 
by a programmed microcontroller and a digital-to-analog converter. The 
programming was done by a self-written Matlab application. Further-
more, this application synchronizes the temperature of the cuvette 

holder to the UV excitation. To avoid photobleaching effects, the LED is 
only activated during measurements (Fig. S2 (lower panel), SI) and the 
current was reduced to 5% of the maximum allowed LED current. 

Temperature-dependent measurements consist of a heating and 
recooling cycle. The heating starts at 5 ◦C and ends at 95 ◦C in 2.5 ◦C 
steps, recooling conversely. At each step, the temperature is held con-
stant for 2 min for thermal equilibrium. Evaporation of the sample for 
temperatures above 85 ◦C was prevented by a home-made PTFE plug 
which fills the hollow space of the cuvette and seals it. 

2.4. Data analysis 

The maximum position of the fluorescence band λmax ~ 350 nm was 
determined by the derivative of the averaged spectra. Band areas were 
integrated from 300 nm to 450 nm. The band at 280 nm is not frequency 
shifted (Fig. S3, SI) and the intensity change of the peak maximum was 
evaluated. The transition temperature Tm was determined by fitting the 
data with a Boltzmann function f(t): 

f(t) =
A1 − A2

1 + exp
(

t− Tm
dt

)+A2 (1)  

where A1 represents the initial value, A2 the final value and dt the slope 
factor. 

Fig. 2. Temperature-dependent fluorescence spectra recorded from 5 ◦C (blue) – 95 ◦C (red) in steps of 2.5 ◦C for a Trpzip2, b Trpzip-Q2, c Trpzip-Q6 and d Trpzip-Q10 
(0.1 mM and pH ~ 7). Spectra are normalized to the fluorescence band maximum at 5 ◦C. The fluorescence band maximum is located at ~342 nm for Trpzip2 at low 
temperature (5 ◦C). Upon temperature increase, the fluorescence intensity of Trpzip2 decreases and is shifted to a higher wavelength ~ 350 nm. Trpzip-Q2 is similar to 
Trpzip2. Trpzip-Q6 exhibits an additional band at 280 nm attributed to aggregate formation. Trpzip-Q10 is more prone to aggregation as indicated by the extremely 
intense band at 280 nm. Equivalent measurements for pH ~ 2 are shown in Fig. S4, SI. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is 
referred to the web version of this article.) 
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3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Structural changes monitored by fluorescence 

Fluorescence spectroscopy is a very suited tool to investigate local 
and global structural changes of peptides with an appropriate fluo-
rophore. The template Trpzip2 is stabilized by the hydrophobic in-
teractions of two cross-strand Trp-Trp pairs which serve as intrinsic 
fluorophores. Temperature-dependent fluorescence spectra have been 
recorded to monitor structural changes of the hairpin structure upon 
thermal unfolding and the effect of glutamine insertion into the template 
Trpzip2 was analyzed. All peptide variants were studied at pH ~ 2 
(Fig. S4, SI) and pH ~ 7 (Fig. 2) since the aggregation tendency does not 
only depend on the number of glutamines and the peptide concentration 
but also on pH. In Fig. 2a fluorescence spectra are shown for the 
monomeric hairpin template Trpzip2. The tryptophan residues are 
excited at 280 nm and exhibit a fluorescence band at 342 nm at low 
temperature (5 ◦C). Upon temperature increase, the band intensity de-
creases and is shifted to 350 nm which indicates the environmental 
change of the tryptophan residues upon peptide unfolding. Trpzip-Q2 
(Fig. 2b) behaves similarly as Trpzip2. For Trpzip-Q6, an additional band 
at 280 nm occurs which we attribute to the scattering of the excitation 
light at aggregates in solution (Fig. 2c). It should be noted that the 
sample solution is turbid after dissolving the peptide in the buffer. The 
band at 280 nm is relatively small compared to the fluorescence band 
and decreases upon heating. After the heating cycle, the band intensity 
at 280 nm vanishes and does not occur after recooling. A clear sample 
solution is observed. For Trpzip-Q10, a turbid solution after dissolving, a 
strong band at 280 nm is observed which is even more intense than the 
fluorescence band (Fig. 2d). The intensity decreases upon heating but 
does not vanish completely at high temperatures. The Trpzip-Q10 sample 
solution remains turbid after the heating cycle. Comparing Trpzip-Q6 

and Trpzip-Q10, a higher number of glutamines increases the aggrega-
tion tendency which is reflected by the behavior of the 280 nm band. 
Both variants aggregate at pH ~ 7, but more aggregates are formed for 
Trpzip-Q10 compared to Trpzip-Q6 causing more scattering and resulting 
in the much higher intensity of the 280 nm band. The turbidity of the 
sample solution is correlated to the presence of aggregates and tem-
perature increase can lead to disaggregation, observable by the more 
transparent sample and the intensity decrease at 280 nm. At pH ~ 2 
(Fig. S4, SI), the spectra reveal only the fluorescence band indicating 
monomeric structures for all variants including Trpzip-Q6 and Trpzip- 
Q10. This demonstrates that aggregation depends on pH. 

Fig. 3 shows the thermal stabilities respectively transition curves of 
the template Trpzip2 and the Trpzip-Qn models at pH ~ 2 and pH ~ 7 
with their corresponding references. The references are single-stranded 
peptides with the same number of Trps. The Trp fluorescence at λmax ~ 
350 nm of the single strands does not change upon temperature increase 
as expected because the single-stranded reference peptide only mimics 
the local environment of the tryptophan residues without defined 
structure. In contrast, the Trps of the hairpin sequences monitor large 
environmental changes upon thermal unfolding. For the template 
Trpzip2 a sigmoidal shape of the transition curve is observed and a flat 
line at low temperatures (λmax ~ 344 nm) represents the folded state of 
the monomeric hairpin structure with strong Trp-Trp cross-strand in-
teractions. Upon temperature increase, the peptide undergoes a transi-
tion from the folded to the unfolded state as revealed by the shift of λmax 
to ~351 nm which is close to the λmax of the reference peptide (repre-
senting the unfolded state). Thus the shift of λmax from 5 ◦C to 95 ◦C is 
about 7 nm and shows the structural change from a defined hairpin to a 
disordered structure. At pH ~ 7, the baseline at low temperatures is 
more blue-shifted to ~342 nm with a higher λmax-shift of about 8 nm 
compared to pH ~ 2, the shape is basically similar and the transition 
temperature is higher (81.7◦C vs. 68.8 ◦C, Table 2) suggesting stronger 

Fig. 3. Transition curves of a Trpzip2 (red), b Trpzip-Q2 (black), c Trpzip-Q6 (blue) and d Trpzip-Q10 (green) at pH ~ 2 (open symbols) and pH ~ 7 (filled symbols) 
and the corresponding single-stranded references (purple) obtained from the shift of fluorescence band maximum λmax upon temperature increase. The insertion of 
glutamines destabilizes the hairpin structure and lowers the transition temperature. A comparison of transition curves is shown separately for pH ~ 2 and pH ~ 7 in 
Fig. S5, SI. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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cross-strand Trp-Trp interactions and higher hairpin stability at neutral 
pH. For Trpzip-Q2 similar transition curves are observed compared to 
Trpzip2. Both transition curves measured at pH ~ 2 and pH ~ 7 have a 
transition temperature of about 71 ◦C. This indicates that the incorpo-
ration of two glutamines into the template Trpzip2 does not impact the 
hairpin structure significantly as also shown by similar shifts of λmax. For 
Trpzip-Q6 the shape of the transition curves at pH ~ 2 and pH ~ 7 are 
different from the template Trpzip2. It should be noted that the sample 
solution of Trpzip-Q6 at pH ~ 7 is turbid and Trpzip-Q6 partially 
aggregated as already indicated by the occurrence of the band at 280 nm 
(Fig. 2c). We do not observe a baseline at low temperatures, probably 
due to the distorted, not well-defined hairpin structure. A baseline 
observed at higher temperatures indicates a completion of the peptide 
unfolding as it reaches the λmax of the reference peptide ssRef-Q6 at 
about 350 nm. The more disordered structure of Trpzip-Q6 with weaker 
Trp-Trp interactions is also indicated by fewer changes of the λmax values 
upon unfolding with only 4 nm. Trpzip-Q10, the most distorted hairpin 
with the weakest Trp-Trp interactions, does not show a baseline at low 
temperatures at pH ~ 2, but at high temperatures, similar to Trpzip-Q6. 
This indicates that the structure of Trpzip-Q10 is highly distorted due to 
the loss of the Trp-Trp interactions. In contrast, the transition curve of 
Trpzip-Q10 at pH ~ 7 shows a similar, more sigmoidal shape like the 
template Trpzip2 and Trpzip-Q2 indicating that a more ordered structure 
unfolds. The shape of the transition curve and change in Δλmax suggest 
that the tryptophans explore a significant environmental change upon 
temperature increase. At pH ~ 7, Trpzip-Q10 forms aggregates which are 
extended β-sheets and thus well-ordered whereas at pH ~ 2, the peptide 
is predominantly in a monomeric disordered structure. The number of 
glutamines in the sequence and the pH directly impact the aggregation 
behavior as seen for Trpzip-Q2, Trpzip-Q6 and Trpzip-Q10. 

3.2. Comparison of transition temperatures with IR and CD data 

Transition temperatures obtained by fluorescence spectroscopy are 
compared with IR and CD spectroscopic data (Table 2). For the fluo-
rescence measurements at pH ~ 2, we observe a decrease in hairpin 
stability as the glutamine content increases. Trpzip2 and Trpzip-Q2 show 
similar transition temperatures. For Trpzip-Q6, a significantly lower 
transition temperature is observed. No reliable transition temperature 
could be determined from the fits for Trpzip-Q10 but the data also in-
dicates a lower transition temperature. Comparing the transition curves 
a different shape for Trpzip-Q6 and Trpzip-Q10 becomes obvious (Fig. S5, 
SI). Fluorescence measurements at pH ~ 7 reveal a higher transition 
temperature for Trpzip2. For Trpzip-Q2 and Trpzip-Q6, transition tem-
peratures are similar to pH ~ 2. However, for Trpzip-Q10 a higher 
transition temperature is observed due to the formation of aggregated 
β-structures. Comparison with IR data (at pH ~ 2) showed similar results 
for Trpzip2 and Trpzip-Q2 but a higher transition temperature for 
Trpzip-Q10 (78 ◦C) as the peptide aggregates at the higher 

concentrations used for IR measurements [20]. The high transition 
temperature is similar to the fluorescence data obtained for pH ~ 7 
(81.9 ◦C) supporting that extended aggregated β-structures have been 
formed. For CD spectroscopic data, transition temperatures are shown 
for Trpzip2 and Trpzip-Q2 which are comparable to the fluorescence 
data at pH ~ 2. Transition temperatures could not be determined for all 
peptides since the transition curves were too broad but the comparison 
of the transition curves reveals a decrease of hairpin stability and the 
progressive loss of Trp-Trp interactions as the glutamine content in-
creases [20]. This is in line with the fluorescence measurement at pH ~ 2 
also monitoring the environmental change of the tryptophan residues 
and less Trp-Trp interactions as the number of glutamine residues 
increases. 

3.3. Aggregation characteristics observed at 280 nm 

In Fig. 2, it becomes obvious that aggregation of Trpzip-Q6 and 
Trpzip-Q10 is reflected by the observation of the band at 280 nm. We 
attribute the band to the scattering of aggregated structures. We also 
observe that the occurrence of this band is correlated to the turbidity of 
the sample after dissolving. The peak maximum λmax does not shift upon 
temperature increase (Fig. S3, SI), however, we could monitor signifi-
cant temperature-dependent changes of the intensity (Fig. 4) revealing 
transition curves with sigmoidal shapes as shown by repeated mea-
surements of different samples. When it comes to oligomer and aggre-
gate formation, reproducibility is often only qualitatively possible since 
a heterogeneous ensemble of various species (monomers, oligomers, 
larger aggregates) evolves. The population of the different states de-
pends very sensitively on measurement conditions such as concentra-
tion, temperature, and pH for example. Although the same conditions 
have been used, the repeated measurements of independent samples 
show deviations and thus are good indications for the reproducibility of 
aggregation characteristics. For Trpzip-Q6 similar transition curves are 
observed for the three samples and the derived transition temperatures 
vary only slightly (Fig. 4a). The intensity vanishes at high temperatures 
and remains vanished upon recooling of the sample (Fig. 4b). We 
attribute the occurrence of the band at low temperatures to the scat-
tering of oligomeric species which form after dissolving the peptide in 
solution. Upon temperature increase, the oligomeric species can be 
dissolved and remain dissolved upon recooling. The spectrum displays 
no band at 280 nm anymore and the sample is transparent. Thus Trpzip- 
Q6 oligomers are not temperature-stable. 

For Trpzip-Q10, we also monitor a sigmoidal transition for the band at 
280 nm but the shape of the transition curve can be significantly influ-
enced by peptide aggregation as seen by repeated measurements 
(Fig. 4c). At high temperatures, the band at 280 nm decreases signifi-
cantly, however when the sample cools down (Fig. 4d) the reformation 
of oligomeric species is observed. The band intensity does not increase to 
the initial value, possibly due to the sedimentation of Trpzip-Q10 ag-
gregates over time which are not detected anymore in this case (Fig. S6, 
SI). The sample remains turbid after recooling. 

3.4. Heating and recooling cycle - reversibility 

Heating and recooling cycles of Trpzip2 and Trpzip-Qn models and 
temperature-dependent shifts of the fluorescence band λmax provide 
transition curves and insights into the unfolding and refolding behavior 
(Fig. 5). The profiles of Trpzip2 and Trpzip-Q2 are almost identical and 
indicate a reversible un- and refolding to a similar hairpin structure. 
Before heating, λmax is ~342 nm shifting significantly upon heating and 
unfolding of the hairpin (~350 nm). Upon recooling, the transition curve 
exhibits a similar shape ending at ~344 nm. The small shift from 342 nm 
to 344 nm indicates only a slight structural change of the refolded 
hairpin. It becomes obvious that Trpzip-Q6 and Trpzip-Q10 have a 
different un- and refolding behavior. Both variants show a higher λmax at 
low temperatures before heating and a significantly smaller change upon 

Table 2 
Comparison of transition temperatures obtained from temperature-dependent 
fluorescence, IR and CD spectra. Fluorescence data were fitted with a Boltz-
mann fit.  

Peptides Tm,Fl / ◦C Tm,IR/ ◦C Tm,CD/ ◦C 

pH ~ 2 pH ~ 7 acidic pH 

Trpzip2 68.8 ± 2.7 81.7 ± 3.0 671 702 

Trpzip-Q2 71.6 ± 3.5 71.4 ± 1.6 683 573 

Trpzip-Q6 18.8 ± 7.4 20.4 ± 12.9 -4 -4 

Trpzip-Q10 -4 81.9 ± 19.4 783 -4  

1 Data from Wu et al. 2009 [34]. 
2 Data from Huang et al. 2009 [35]. 
3 Data from Siu et al. 2021 [20]. 
4 No reliable transition temperatures could be determined because of broad 

transition curves with no clear sigmoidal shape. 
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unfolding. The hairpin structure is already more disordered in the folded 
state compared to Trpzip2 and Trpzip-Q2 because the increased number 
of glutamines induces structural disorder as we also observed by NMR 
studies before [20]. Both variants show aggregated structures at the 
beginning of the heating cycle, Trpzip-Q10 more than Trpzip-Q6 as shown 
by the band intensity at 280 nm (Fig. 4c and d). At high temperatures, 
λmax values are ~350 nm revealing the unfolded structures comparable to 

the single-stranded reference peptides. Both variants do not refold upon 
cooling. Heating and recooling cycles have also been performed at pH ~ 
2 (Fig. S7, SI). Trpzip2 and Trpzip-Q2 again show reversible un- and 
refolding profiles. Interestingly, at pH ~ 2 Trpzip-Q6 refolds back into its 
initial structure upon recooling in contrast to Trpzip-Q6 at pH ~ 7. The 
same observation is made for Trpzip-Q10. This reveals that the pH im-
pacts the structural stability and Trp-Trp interactions. 

Fig. 4. Temperature-dependent intensity changes at 280 nm recorded for heating (a andc, left) and subsequent recooling (b and d, right) shown for repeated 
measurements with different samples of Trpzip-Q6 (upper panel) and Trpzip-Q10 (lower panel) at pH ~ 7. Intensities have been normalized for this comparison. 
Absolute values differ significantly as Trpzip-Q10 shows much more aggregation than Trpzip-Q6 (see Fig. 2). 

Fig. 5. Transition curves of Trpzip2, Trpzip-Q2, Trpzip-Q6 and Trpzip-Q10 at pH ~ 7 derived from heating (a, left) and recooling (b, right) cycle. Trpzip2 and Trpzip-Q2 
show almost a reversible unfolding and refolding profile, in contrast to Trpzip-Q6 and Trpzip-Q10 as revealed by almost no change of λmax upon recooling indicating a 
disordered structure similar to the single-stranded peptide references. 
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3.5. Structural change monitored by integrated fluorescence ratio 

Previously Yang et al.31 studied the thermal transition of Trpzip2 by 
the ratio of integrated fluorescence intensity of Trpzip2 and the refer-
ence peptide as a function of temperature. We also used this approach to 
analyze the transitions of the template Trpzip2 and the Trpzip-Qn 
models (Fig. 6). The advantage of using the ratio is that it removes the 
temperature-dependent intrinsic fluorescence of the tryptophans. The 
relative fluorescence intensity is then directly related to the 
temperature-induced structural change. In Fig. 6 the transition curve of 
Trpzip2 is shown which reveals a maximum at ~35 ◦C. An increasing 
fluorescence ratio is observed at low temperatures (5 ◦C – 35 ◦C) caused 
by destabilized Trp-Trp interactions. At temperatures higher than 
~35 ◦C the backbone unfolds more and more. This results in an 
increased exposure of the tryptophans to the solvent [31], also indicated 
by a larger shift of λmax in Fig. 3a. At 95 ◦C the ratio of the integrated 
fluorescence reaches about 1 which indicates that the template Trpzip2 
is unfolded and the structure is similar to the single-stranded reference 
ssRef-T2-Q2. Trpzip-Q2 has a similar shape of the transition curve as 
Trpzip2 with a more pronounced maximum at ~35 ◦C. We also observe 
the loss of Trp-Trp interactions resulting in higher mobility of the Trp 
residues which causes a higher fluorescence ratio. The signal drops upon 
unfolding of the hairpin and reaches a ratio of about 1 showing again the 
completion of unfolding. A completely different shape of the curve is 
observed for Trpzip-Q6 since the peptide aggregates after dissolving in 
the buffer. The sample solution is turbid and the fluorescence ratio is 
below 1. Upon heating the ratio increases indicating that the oligomeric 
structures of Trpzip-Q6 are not heat-stable and can be unfolded as shown 
by the fluorescence ratio of 1. For Trpzip-Q10, we observe a higher 
tendency of aggregation compared to Trpzip-Q6 as already shown by the 
intense band at 280 nm (Fig. 2d). Thus the integrated fluorescence ratio 
is at the very low value of 0.1 due to the formation of aggregated 
β-structures.. Upon temperature increase, we only observe slight 
changes in the ratiobecause Trpzip-Q10 sediments over time (Fig. S6, SI). 
This clearly shows that fluorescence intensities are highly impacted by 
the ongoing aggregation process. For Trpzip-Q6 and Trpzip-Q10, transi-
tion temperatures could be analyzed more reliably by the temperature- 
induced shift measurements of the fluorescence maximum λmax which 

are much less impacted by the turbidity of aggregated structures than 
the intensity. 

3.6. Structural stability and aggregation tendency of polyQ repeats 
monitored by Trp fluorophores 

Fig. 7 summarizes our results about structural effects of the polyQ 
repeat length and pH monitored by the Trp fluorophores in temperature- 
dependent measurements. The shift of the fluorescence maxima at 5 ◦C 
and 95 ◦C (Δλmax) could be directly correlated to the structural disorder. 
The Δλmax values were determined by fits of the spectra in Fig. 3. At pH ~ 
2, the template Trpzip2 forms a well-defined hairpin structure with strong 
Trp-Trp interactions as shown by Δλmax of about 7 nm indicating strong 
environmental changes of the tryptophan residues upon unfolding. The 
incorporation of only two glutamines does not affect the hairpin structure 
as seen for Trpzip-Q2 which has a similar Δλmax. As the glutamine content 
increases, Δλmax decreases as shown for Trpzip-Q6 with three glutamines 
per strand. The hairpin structure is more distorted revealed by signifi-
cantly smaller Δλmax of about 4 nm due to less Trp-Trp cross-strand in-
teractions. For Trpzip-Q10, Δλmax is only about 2 nm revealing a 
disordered structure with almost no Trp-Trp interactions. This is in line 
with our previous study showing the progressive loss of hairpin stability 
by the increase of glutamine content due to weaker Trp-Trp interactions. 
Although the repeat length is far below the disease threshold, the peptide 
models are very well suited to demonstrate the impact of only a few 
glutamines to destabilize the hairpin structure. The single-stranded ref-
erences represent the unfolded state and reveal Δλmax values between 0 
nm and 0.76 nm indicating no structural changes (Fig. S8, SI). The values 
of Δλmax are also shown for the measurements at pH ~ 7 and the same 
trend of increasing disorder is observed for Trpzip2, Trpzip-Q2 and 
Trpzip-Q6. However, for Trpzip-Q10 a larger Δλmax value of 4 nm is 
observed due to the formation of aggregated but highly ordered β-struc-
tures at pH ~ 7. The results clearly show that pH is a critical factor for 
aggregation behavior. 

4. Conclusions 

Our study demonstrates the power of intrinsic tryptophans in 

Fig. 6. Ratio of integrated fluorescence of 
Trpzip2, Trpzip-Q2, Trpzip-Q6 and Trpzip-Q10 
and their corresponding single-stranded ref-
erences. Fluorescence signals have been inte-
grated from 300 nm to 450 nm of the 
temperature-dependent spectra (Fig. 2). The 
curve of Trpzip2 reveals a maximum at 
~35 ◦C and the fluorescence ratio reaches 1 at 
high temperatures as the peptide is unfolded 
which corresponds to the reference peptide 
ssRef-T2-Q2. The initial fluorescence ratio in-
crease is attributed to higher flexibility of the 
tryptophan residues and solvent exposure. 
Trpzip-Q2 shows a similar curve with a pro-
nounced maximum at ~35 ◦C and also rea-
ches the ratio of 1 upon unfolding. For Trpzip- 
Q6 and Trpzip-Q10 the shapes of the curves are 
different. Due to aggregation of these pep-
tides, the integrated fluorescence signals are 
lower than for their corresponding reference 
peptides thus the ratio is below 1. As 
Trpzip-Q6 is unfolded upon temperature in-
crease a ratio of 1 is reached indicating that it 
has a similar integrated fluorescence as the 
reference ssRef-Q6. For Trpzip-Q10 aggrega-
tion leads to a significant reduction of the in-
tegrated fluorescence signal to about 0.1 
which remains over the whole temperature 
range.   
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tailored Trpzip-Qn hairpin models to report on the effect of polyQ re-
peats with varying lengths on conformation and aggregation. One 
glutamine per strand as in Trpzip-Q2 does not affect the monomeric 
hairpin structure, for Trpzip-Q6 and Trpzip-Q10 a progressive loss of the 
hairpin structure is observed at pH ~ 2. Besides the glutamine repeat 
length pH is another critical factor influencing the aggregation tendency 
as observed for Trpzip-Q6 and Trpzip-Q10 at pH ~ 7. Temperature- 
dependent measurements reveal the structural stability of polyQ re-
peats. Aggregation and disaggregation behavior of oligomeric β-struc-
tures were analyzed for Trpzip-Q6 and Trpzip-Q10. The fluorophores are 
located adjacent to the polyQ repeats and we could show that the 
temperature-dependent spectral shift of the fluorescence band at 350 nm 
is correlated to structural disorder. In addition, the formation of larger 
aggregates could be monitored in the UV/Vis spectral region. An addi-
tional band at 280 nm occurs due to scattering and the intensity corre-
lates with the turbidity of the sample and degree of aggregation. While 
the turbidity highly affects intensity-dependent fluorescence measure-
ments, it turned out that spectral-shift analysis of the data is well suited 
to track structural changes including aggregation processes. 
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